__________________________________________________________
Deep Blue Contest Rules and Regulations
Rules of the Contest:
Eligibility Criteria & Support


Competition is only open to students having technology passion and coding skills



Each team must have a college faculty involved/assigned for the project.



In addition, each team will be assigned a mentor who will help the teams to keep them focused on solution for the
problem selected. Teams do not have the rights to choose their mentors they will be assigned mentors decided by
Team Project Deep Blue.

Originality of Work, Credit Permission to use your work


Each Contestant represents and warrants that the submitted project is original and not copied in part or whole.
Mastek acts in furtherance of this belief and therefore any action or claim it may face due to breach of such
representation or warranty shall be passed on directly to the Contestant.



Individual contestant represents that the same project is not available on the web or published in any other manner
and nor has the same been shared as an entry into any other contest.



The contestants are expected to use any open source license (http://opensource.org/licenses) while submitting their
work to Mastek. Contestants’ gets credit as creator but being open source, you will allow Mastek or anyone else to
freely use, modify, and share the complete source code and the software produced for the contest.

Winners & Prizes


Mastek will announce the Winner of the Competition on a specified date. The judges’ decision will be final, and no
correspondence will be entertained with regard to the decision.



The prizes will not be transferable to another person.



No part of a prize is exchangeable for any other prize.



Mastek, as Organizers, reserve the right to offer an alternative prize of equal or greater/lower value.



For winners, the prize money will be equally distributed amongst the officially registered team members for the
winning teams

Other


Mastek reserves the right to disqualify any entry without assigning any reason whatsoever.



The closing date is as specified in the introductory note, and Mastek reserves the right to amend the competition end
date at any time.



By entering the competition the winner agrees to participate in such promotional activity and material as Mastek may
require.



Incomplete or incorrect entries will be disqualified.



Mastek reserves the right to disqualify the participants without any prior intimation to the participants depending on
feedback shared by mentors



Mastek reserves the right to amend these rules at any time.



Winners, participants who wish to implement the solutions to any nonprofits or any other organization need to route
it through Mastek and their mentors.

